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Paper, Paper. How We Love Paper.
Yes, we love paper. We love to hold paper, feel paper, smell paper, fold paper, cut paper, tear paper,
rip paper, crumble paper, crinkle paper, staple paper, file paper, stack paper, write on paper, print on
paper, paint on paper, wrap things in paper, eat food on paper, print money on paper, shred paper,
make holes in paper. You probably have a stack of paper in front of you right now. We love paper so
much we created an entire industry –recycling– so we can continue using paper, but in a better way.

Along with the ‘wheel’, ‘paper’ is among the most successful standards ever.
The rise of video games, virtual reality (VR) and now augmented reality (AR) and their ever-increasing
integration into our daily lives due to our obsessive fascination with video, will escalate. But at the
same time, moving away from paper can seem counter-intuitive. You cannot see an electronic debit or
credit, for instance, the same way you can see and feel a dollar bill…so it may not seem real. I would
argue that paper is the most successful invention ever, having been adapted and integrated over
thousands of years into almost every nook and cranny of our lives.
The same social conundrum holds true for data exchange, meaning you cannot see an electronic
transcript or digital degree exchanged, so it doesn’t seem real, or trustworthy.
In Education, what will it take to migrate from paper? The SPEEDE/ExPRESS (EDI–Electronic Data
Interchange) Transcript Standard is 30 years old, the PESC XML College Transcript is 15 years old; what
will it take for both to feel real, and be better than paper?

The challenge of the UBER affect.
The taxi cab industry could have created and even been Uber itself. Taxi cabs were slow and reluctant
to migrate from a cash-based, paper system to electronic credit and debit. In Washington DC, the city
only required credit and debit across all taxi cabs as of 2013 (1), though credit and debit cards were
invented in 1950 (2). In steps Uber, with a new value proposition – no paper – and a new business model
– user (passenger) interchangeable with provider (driver), and creating a new supply/demand model.
Now there’s no way to turn back in time, and no one really wants to, except the taxi cab industry which
will lose out on an industry expected to grow in the 13 years to $285 billion, with taxi cabs less than a
quarter of that share. (3)

Are you the next paper-based organization to suffer the UBER affect?
I think this is the question we all fear. If you think you are, what then do you do? With a long history in
product management, I’ve learned that without a sense of urgency, some initiatives stall or falter. How
do we make everyone aware of the sense of urgency? Did the taxi cab industry feel a sense of urgency
or did the inertia to change override any sense of urgency? What is the lesson to be learned?

Every long journey begins with a first step.
Your job requires coordination, alignment and seamless operation of many disparate and complicated
systems and applications. From funding and licensing, to policy and collaboration, to partnerships,
integration and maintaining competitive products and services, interoperable student mobility can
seem like an overwhelming challenge.

PESC understands these complexities and over our first 20 years, PESC has focused on these key
building blocks and established a core competency in data management, standards and exchange.

PESC Members are leading the community with cutting-edge groups and pilots (like EdExchange for
global data exchange and GEO Code for establishment of a single code), to demonstrations (at the
Groningen Declaration Network, AACRAO & ARUCC) and new and innovative methods of data
management (like with the JSON-LD Task Force and the Data Privacy & Protection Task Force).

We know you have many choices in attending conferences and events. PESC as a small non-profit
provides high value not only to PESC Members and attendees of Data Summits, who help fund PESC, but
to all colleges and universities across Canada, USA and all over the world that need data standards as
well, but might not have appropriate funding or resources to directly participate in PESC.

In attending PESC’s Spring 2019 Data Summit, you will not only learn about emerging initiatives and
be provided with a tremendous amount of resources & contacts, you will also be able to participate in
discussions with leaders and experts of emerging initiatives and connect through PESC to a growing
global community.

Please take a moment and register for PESC’s Spring 2019 Data Summit.
Please feel free to share this message as well.
Join the effort and support global student mobility.
1 (https://www.downtowndc.org/news/credit-cards-in-d-c-cabs/)
2 (https://www.thoughtco.com/who-invented-credit-cards-1991484)
3 (https://www.marketwatch.com/story/ride-hailing-industry-expected-to-grow-eightfold-to-285-billion-by-2030-2017-05-24)
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Transcripts on the Web?

Oh My!

From B2B to B2Web
It may be difficult at this moment to think about
Transcripts on the Web, but let’s break this concept
down for better understanding. Sure we all know
the Web is driving every business and every industry
in different ways. Data privacy and protection looks
to control under specific circumstances how data is
to be shared, but in higher education for data that is
allowed, run to the Web, don’t walk.
Transcripts, credentials, competencies, and
let’s not forget about financial aid in the US,
all have a future on the web.
The key to achieving this vision has two parts:
awareness of the uses and possibilities, and the
actual pathway to make it happen. Awareness
requires innovation, ingenuity, people, passion and
creativity. Awareness also requires recognition of
where social behavior is headed and how you
compare. If there’s any doubt that ‘all roads lead to
the Web’, think about how reliant we all are to our
mobile phones, our tablets, computers, laptops,
social media networks, streaming video and audio,
home security, and how that reliance continues to
grow. Not convinced? Please consider this:




“The growth of internet users [worldwide] has
accelerated and reached 3.4 billion in 2016.”1
IBM reports that, “90% of the data in the world
today has been created in the last two years.”2
“44 billion GB of data was created per day in
2016…predicted to grow to 463 billion GB of
data created per day in 2025.”3



“93 percent of all internet users now go online
via mobile devices (phones or tablets), and
with the majority of new internet users now
‘phone first’, mobile’s share is likely to
increase.”4

But what does it mean to migrate transcripts,
credentials, competencies, financial aid to the web,
and how can it be done?
The pathway to the web is paved in JSON-LD
(JavaScript Object Notation for Linked Data).
We’ve grown accustomed to Portable Document
Format (PDF) in which a document is presented in
digital format in most cases on the Web. A PDF item
looks like the paper version, and that brings us
comfort as we all have a millennia-long attachment
to and reliance on paper, and the majority of our
processes are based in paper. But data in PDF can
only be viewed, data cannot be captured digitally.
XML & EDI are major steps forward on the road to
the Web. Both technologies provide the opportunity
for automated, machine-to-machine processing,
harmonization and interoperability, in a business-tobusiness (B2B) environment. To meet the growing
demand of societal use, those using XML & EDI are
now transforming data to make it web-friendly.
JSON-LD is the language of the Web. Linking data
allows an individual data element to be tagged,
identified and made ‘discoverable’ on the
web. Discoverable for what purpose? The short
answer is, for everything. This means we may need
to build a B2Web layer on top of our B2B layer.
1 (https://ourworldindata.org/internet)
2 (https://www.ibm.com/blogs/insights-on-business/consumer-products/2-5quintillion-bytes-of-data-created-every-day-how-does-cpg-retail-manage-it/)
3 (https://www.slideshare.net/Micro-Focus/growth-of-internet-data-2017)
4 (https://thenextweb.com/contributors/2017/04/11/current-global-stateinternet/#.tnw_8pHvZxpk)

Vote for Your Favorite

To Blockchain or Not.
Is That The Question?

‘Past’ Best Practice
Promoting Innovation & Ingenuity
In the Application of Data Standards
For Business Needs
In addition to celebrating our
20th Annual Best Practices in 2019,
we're taking a look back at the
Past 19 years of 1st Place Winners
and asking you to vote for your favorite!
All past 19 years of 1st Place Winners are posted
online at www.PESC.org, so tell your colleagues
to take a look and vote, vote, vote!






Will it be last year’s 1st Place Winner the Indiana
Commission for Higher Education for its statewide implementation of PESC high school and
college transcripts & partnership with Credential
Engine?
Will it be iQ4 & National Student Clearinghouse
for joining forces and using NIST NICE to improve
and scale verified workforce-ready graduates?
Will it be the University of Tennessee System and
AcademyOne for state-wide collaboration and
implementation of an automated, reverse
transfer system?



Will it be Elon University and Parchment for
trailblazing in competencies and credentials with
development and integration of the Elon
Experiences Transcript?



Or will it be automated use of data standards at
the University of Phoenix, OCAS, California,
Georgia, North Carolina, Ohio – or our 1st Winner
in 1999 OUAC for Model of Electronic
Standardization Initiative: OUAC Electronic
Transcript System (OUETS)?

The Past Best Practice receiving the most votes will
receive Special Recognition at the PESC Spring 2019
Data Summit at which PESC celebrates the 20th
Anniversary of the Best Practices Competition!

So you think you know blockchain?
At PESC we ask you to rethink
what you really know.
Digital credentialing has been at the top of the
headlines for a number of years now. Whether a
news story shocks us with reporting of a phony
diplomas being issued, or all-too-common reports of
violence horrify us with stories of death, destruction
and total loss of history and documentation,
including paper credentials, credentialing is much
more complex than it may appear on the surface.
Emerging from this environment are the need and
awareness to authenticate, or verify, and
make credentials digital and mobile.




Has there been enough discussion about this need?
Does blockchain satisfy this need?
What other factors are there to consider?

The short answers are ‘no’, ‘maybe’, and ‘many’.
Let’s start with the last item. The most challenging
factors include the usual suspects: legacy, funding
and change management.
Not every institution or service provider is at the
same level of technological capacity or on the same
platform. How to get from where you are and with
the systems, technology and vendors you have, to
blockchain (or any new system or network) requires
cost/benefit analysis, funding, contracts, licenses,
short/long term strategy, adoption & integration,
training, staff, and so on.
All factors would be identified through solid use or
business cases in which analysis, research and
discussion focus on answering:


What is the problem? What are we trying to solve?



How are all stakeholders throughout the entire
ecosystem impacted?



How might we solve this problem in a cost effective,
standardized way that improves service and
delivery, preserves data quality and integrity, and
enables equivalent implementations?

The cart before the horse?
For the second item, PESC amends the question to
read: What are all the solutions available, including
blockchain, that might satisfy this need?
It is very difficult to avoid the attention blockchain is
receiving as a solution. Hold strong and focus on
your needs, the needs of your students and learners,
and your organization.
We must do the hard work while remaining open to
all possibilities and solutions.
We are all eager to find the best solutions, beware
though of a great solution in search of a problem.

Data Standards as Policy
in the 4th Industrial Revolution
Understanding What
Data Standards Really Are
A ‘policy’, as defined by Wikipedia, is ‘’a deliberate
system of principles to guide decisions and achieve
rational outcomes; a statement of intent, and is
implemented as a procedure or protocol; are typically
instituted to seek some positive benefit, or to avoid
some negative effect.’’
Educause explains that policy follows a life cycle
involving five stages:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

discussion and debate [of topic or idea];
political action [or group activation];
legislative proposal [or adoption of topic or idea];
law and regulation [or implementation];
and compliance [or evaluation].1

We understand policy very well, the word itself
dating back to almost five hundred years, as we can
easily associate policy to our daily lives, in all the
rules and regulations we agree to follow, we rely on,
and trust from the contents of our refrigerators to
the rules we agree to follow on roads and highways.
As policy affects the behavior of people,
data standards affect the behavior of systems.

In using a data standard, two organizations agree to
establish a digital relationship between the two with
rules on how the relationship should behave:
1) by discussing the mutual goals and identifying
the case and benefits of exchanging digital data;
2) assigning a group to analyze and develop a plan;
3) finalizing that plan for implementation and
integration;
4) making agreement to the plan & implementing it
5) monitoring and updating the plan and
relationship as needed.

Data standards are digital relationships.
At PESC, we refer to the digital relationship as
connectivity. In being a relationship, successful
digital connectivity requires an agreed-upon format
or standard, protocols, meticulous management,
and an understanding of the direct correlation
between connectivity, data standards and business.
PESC understands these complexities and over our
first 20 years, PESC has focused on these key building
blocks and established a core competency in data
management and exchange.
Efficient connectivity improves organizational
performance, delivery and service, and ensures
data quality and integrity while providing ROI.
Data standards, pillars of the world wide web, enable
student mobility.
The best data standards are open and communitysourced, PESC’s cornerstone principle. A successful
PESC requires active and engaged participation.
Join the revolution!
Lastly, in searching Wikipedia for data standard,
Wikipedia responds with ‘data standard’ does not exist.
1 (https://er.educause.edu/articles/2009/3/the-policy-process-life-cycle)

Spring 2019 Data Summit

Register today, join your colleagues and get
connected at PESC’s Spring 2019 Data Summit!

Register Today and Stay Connected with PESC!

At PESC we are elevating the entire education
domain to a new standard of
mobility and interoperability!

Beautiful Dupont Circle in Northwest Washington,
D.C. hosts this year's Spring 2019 Data Summit.

Highlights for the Spring 2019 Data Summit:

www.PESC.org

Historic Dupont Circle, a hub for education-based
organizations, associations and think tanks, lists
dozens of bistros, bars, boutiques, restaurants and
museums, all within walking distance...a perfect
venue to convene leaders, experts and organizations
across education technology, policy and practice.
Taking place May 7 – 10, 2019 at the Dupont Circle
Hotel in Washington, D.C. the Spring 2019 Data
Summit represents PESC’S 20th Annual Convening in
Washington, D.C. of Members and stakeholders in
higher education technology & standards.
PESC Technology, Services and Approved Standards
serve colleges and universities; states and provinces;
commercial organizations and government agencies;
software vendors and technology providers; and
non-profit organizations and associations.
All, along with the general public, are welcome
and encouraged to register and attend
the Spring 2019 Data Summit!
Session topics range from access, integration and
implementation of data systems and application
centers; development, maintenance and promotion
of data exchange standards; open, communitydriven and standards-based best practices; emerging
and innovative technologies; data privacy and
protection, data quality and management, and data
collection and reporting; mobility, portability and
overall interoperability; and other key factors that
drive global education data systems development
and technology.
If your college, university or organization is involved
in collecting and managing education data and uses
a variety of service providers and vendors, the Spring
2019 Data Summit is the perfect event for you! To
ensure colleges and universities are provided access
to PESC and its mission, PESC offers a ‘2-for-1’ option
to institutions, which means two (2) from the same
institution are eligible to register for the price of one
(1). Contact the PESC office for details.

 20th Annual Best Practices Competition
 Keynote Speaker & Featured Speakers in
General Sessions
 Technical Pre-Summit Training Workshops
 Active, timely Interactive Breakout Sessions
 PESC Annual Member Meeting
What’s Included in the Spring 2019 Data Summit:
 Featured Speakers & Panelists who are leaders
& experts across policy, practice & technology
 Breakouts on emerging technologies and
initiatives
 Morning Continental Breakfast on three days
 Morning Breaks on three days with hot coffee
 Afternoon Breaks on two days with treats
 Hot & Cold, customized lunch buffet on two
days (including gluten-free & vegan options)
 Annual Spring Summit Reception on first day
with hors d’oeuvres
 Discounted hotel lodging rate w/in group block
Attendees of Spring 2019 Data Summit can expect:
 To learn about emerging initiatives and be
provided with a tremendous amount of
resources and contacts
 To be connected through PESC to a growing
global community
 To hear about new opportunities, pilot projects
and demonstrations
 To actively participate in discussions with
leaders of emerging initiatives
Breakouts for Spring 2019 Data Summit include:








Academic Credentialing and Experiential
Learning Task Force Meeting
Canadian PESC User Group Meeting
Data Privacy & Protection Task Force Meeting
EdExchange User Group Meeting
GEO Code User Group Meeting
JSON-LD Task Force Meeting
Standards Development Forum for Education

The format for the Spring 2019 Data Summit:
The Spring 2019 Data Summit is comprised of two
three main parts totaling three (~3) days:




½ day of Pre-Summit Workshops
1 ¾ days of Conference-style, General Sessions
with Featured Speakers, lunches, reception
1 day of Breakout Sessions, concurrent
meetings of work groups and initiatives

Pre-Summit Training Workshops
for the Spring 2019 Data Summit:




Data Privacy & Protection 101 – PESC’s Data
Privacy and Protection Task Force, with
partnership from AACRAO, Ellucian and the
National Student Clearinghouse lead a
discussion on the basics of data privacy &
protection, technical implementation, resources
and upcoming new rules, laws and regulations.
EDI, PDF, XML & JSON 101 – PESC’s Academic
Credentialing & Experiential Learning Task Force,
Education Record User Group (ERUG), JSON-LD
Task Force partner with the AACRAO SPEEDE
Committee to lead a discussion on the basics of
EDI, PDF, XML and migration to JSON & JSON-LD.

PESC Summits also host the AACRAO SPEEDE
Committee & USCCF’s JDX & T3 Innovation Network.
Data Privacy & Protection 101
 Mary Chapin, Chief Legal Officer, VP & Corporate
Secretary, National Student Clearinghouse
 Doug Falk, CIO and VP, National Student
Clearinghouse
 Julia Funaki, Associate Director, American
Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers (AACRAO)
 Rick Skeel, Director of Product Management,
Ellucian
EDI, PDF, XML & JSON Implementation
 Matt Bemis, Associate Registrar, University of
Southern California
 Jerald Bracken, Software Engineer, Office of IT,
Brigham Young University
 Doug Holmes, Acting Manager, eTranscripts,
Ontario Universities’ Application Centre (OUAC)
 Alex Jackl, President & CEO, Bardic Systems

General Sessions

for the Spring 2019 Data Summit:
Value of Student/Learner-Centric, Hub/Spoke Models
 Bert van der Geest, Project Director, Ministry of
Education, British Columbia
 Victoriano Giralt, CIO, University of Malaga
 Cathy van Soest, Manager, EducationPlannerBC
Transcript Services

Digitalization: Revolution or Evolution?
 Matthew Pittinsky, Ph.D., CEO, Parchment
 Joellen Shendy, Project Strategy Director,
Workday
 Rick Torres, President & CEO, National Student
Clearinghouse
Reshaping the Ecosystem
 Bob Sheets, Ph.D., Research Professor, George
Washington Institute for Public Policy (GWIPP)
 Natasha Jankowski, Ph.D., Director, National
Institute of Learning Outcomes Assessment
(NILOA)
 Jason Tyszko, Vice President, Center for
Education and Workforce, US Chamber of
Commerce Foundation (USCCF)
 Mike Baur, Program Manager, Michael and
Susan Dell Foundation
Portability & Scalability
 Tom Black, Assistant Vice Provost & University
Registrar, Johns Hopkins University
 James Kelly, Senior Director of Technology,
Educational Credential Evaluators (ECE)
 Takis Diakoumis, CTO, Digitary
Integration & Implementation
 Megan McClean Coval, Vice President of Policy
& Federal Relations, National Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA)
 Tom Green, Ph.D., Associate Executive Director,
AACRAO
 Mark Leuba, Vice President, IMS Global
 Kirsten Schroeder, Global Business Services
Partner, Education, EPA, OPM, Congressional
Offices, IBM











AACRAO – American Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers
ANSI – American National Standards Institute
ARUCC – Association of Registrars of the Universities and
Colleges of Canada
GDN – Groningen Declaration Network
HROS – HR Open Standards Consortium
NASLA – National Association of Student Loan Administrators
PESC – Postsecondary Electronic Standards Council
SPEEDE – Standardization of Postsecondary Education Electronic
Data Exchange
US NCES – United States National Center for Education Statistics

The History of Standards in
Education | The Spark That
Launched A Journey
The road to interoperability has been long and
winding. What started as a small movement in 1982
in the Austin School District to send high school
transcript data to the University of Texas at Austin in
electronic form, encouraged leaders in Dallas and
throughout Florida in 1984 to expand the
movement, establish data networks, and spark the
journey of standardization that would lead to the
founding of AACRAO SPEEDE, PESC, two of the
biggest data exchange networks in North America;
and partnerships with ANSI, ARUCC, HROS, US NCES
and the global Groningen Declaration Network.
Having joined as a PESC Member and Board Director
representing NASLA in 1999, Michael Sessa then
stepped in as PESC President & CEO in 2002. Michael
will reflect back on the political climate at the time,
technological factors driving the journey, success
stories and best practices, challenges encountered,
and the people whose passion, commitment and
innovation set the cornerstone principle of PESC’s
mission.
Thursday May 9, 2019
12.30 pm – 1.15 pm

“It’s All About the Data:
The History of Standards in Education”
Michael D. Sessa
PESC President & CEO

20th Annual Best
Practices Competition
Now Open!
PESC Annual Best Practices – Promoting
Innovation and Ingenuity In the Application
and Implementation of Interoperable Data
Standards Across Education
PESC is pleased to announce the 20th Annual Best
Practices Competition is now open for submissions
through April 19, 2019. The PESC 20th Annual Best
Practices Competition recognizes, highlights and
promotes innovation and ingenuity in the application
and implementation of interoperable data standards
for business needs across the education landscape.
First held by PESC in 1999 and awarded to the
Ontario Universities' Application Centre (OUAC)
for "Model of an Electronic Standardization
Initiative: Ontario Universities Electronic Transcript
System (OUETS)," the Annual Best Practices
Competition is open to institutions, associations,
organizations, government agencies & departments,
districts, consortia, non-profit and commercial
service providers and other education stakeholders
that have collaborated to design and/or adopt an
electronic standardization initiative via a specific
implementation, and/or other medium such as, but
not limited to, published articles, white papers, pilots
and demonstrations.
The 20th Annual Best Practices Competition for
2018/2019 is now open for submissions until close of
business Friday April 19, 2019. All entries and
submissions should be submitted by April 19, 2019
to michael.sessa@pesc.org or at: Michael Sessa,
President & CEO, PESC, 1250 Connecticut Avenue
NW Suite 700, Washington, D.C. 20036.
All entries will be judged by the PESC Board of
Directors. First place and those receiving special
recognition will be notified immediately by PESC, an
official public announcement will be made
immediately before PESC’s Spring 2019 Data Summit
being held in Washington DC at the Dupont Circle
Hotel, and the award ceremony will be made during
the General Session of the Spring 2019 Data Summit.

Submissions can include documentation, artifacts &
descriptions of the scope of a project, participants
and partners, types of standards employed, relevant
dates and project milestones, copies of articles (if an
article submission), outline of mission/objectives
and any related statistics (# of transactions
transmitted, estimated cost savings, etc.).

Meet CanPESC
Canadian PESC User Group
A Direct Canadian Voice in
Global Initiatives and Data Standards
The Canadian presence and influence within PESC
has existed since the very formation of PESC in
1997. As Canadian students cross provincial and
international borders to attain their education, the
need for universities, colleges, application centers,
government agencies, software providers and
systems vendors that support Canadian and
international markets to ensure mobility and
interoperability has never been greater.
The formation of the Canadian PESC User Group
(CanPESC) in 2011 solidified the importance of
Canada’s role within PESC and drew together many
Canadians from across the country to work towards
a common goal and “one common standard.” As the
voice and official committee representing Canadian
interests, CanPESC serves a liaison role, coordinating
and communicating its efforts across all provinces
and territories, working closely with Canadian
organizations like ARUCC, the Association of
Registrars of the Universities and Colleges of Canada.
At the Spring 2019 Data Summit, CanPESC Co-Chairs
will be serving as Featured Speakers and hosting a
meeting of CanPESC during Breakout time:
Pre-Summit Training Workshop Tues May 7, 2019
EDI, PDF, XML & JSON–Development & Production
1.30pm – 3.00pm
 Doug Holmes, Acting Manager, eTranscripts,
OUAC; Co-Chair CanPESC
 Matt Bemis, Associate Director, University of
Southern California; PESC Board Vice Chair; CoChair PESC GEO Code User Group
 Jerry Bracken, Software Engineer, Office of IT,
Brigham Young University



Alex Jackl, President & CEO, Bardic Systems; CoChair PESC Academic Credentialing &
Experiential Learning Task Force; JSON-LD Task
Force

General Session | Wednesday May 8, 2019
Learner & Student Centric, Hub & Spoke Models
9.00am – 10.00am
 Cathy van Soest, Manager, EducationPlannerBC
Transcript Services; Co-Chair CanPESC
 Bert van der Geest, Project Director, Ministry of
Education, British Columbia
 Victoria Giralt, CIO, University of Malaga
Breakout Session | Thursday May 9, 2019
CanPESC User Group Meeting
3.30pm – 5.00pm
 CanPESC In-Person Meeting w/ conference call,
webinar, list options
Read more about the Canadian PESC User Group
(CanPESC) under ‘Groups’ at www.pesc.org and
look for the Canadian flag!

PESC’s Data Privacy &
Protection Task Force
A Collaborative Group Spanning
Policy, Practice & Technology

With GDPR newly implemented in 2018, several
critical issues remain unknown about how
postsecondary
institutions
(registrars
and
admissions officers) and Student Information
Systems (SIS) vendors are implementing GDPR. Add
in proposed revisions to FERPA and new laws
emerging in California and other states, data privacy
& protection will continue to impact data exchange
for the next few years.
Are you ready for the coming changes needed for
data privacy & protection?
At the Spring 2019 Data Summit, PESC will feature
the Data Privacy & Protection Task Force. Register
today to attend these timely sessions focused on
topics and issues related to the legal, technical
implementation of GDPR, FERPA and additional
privacy & protection rules and regulations for

institutions, service providers, third parties and
student information systems.




Pre-Summit Training Workshop – Data Privacy
& Protection 101 – Held on Tuesday afternoon
May 7, 2019, attendees will learn about the
implications of GDPR, FERPA and other rules and
regulations, interact and learn from one another,
and hear about new emerging rules and
regulations.
Spring 2019 Data Summit Breakout Session –
Data Privacy & Protection Task Force – Held on
Friday morning May 10, 2019, the Task Force,
Co-Chaired by Doug Falk of the National Student
Clearinghouse and Julia Funaki of AACRAO, will
convene for a regularly scheduled meeting to
discuss current topics and advance the work
efforts of the group.

Topics and Issues for the Data Privacy & Protection
Task Force:











What rules are colleges and universities applying
to student records to determine if a record is
subject to GDPR?
Are there standards for the set of data elements
required to correctly store GDPR indicators on
the student record?
Have SIS vendors already updated their systems
to include GDPR attributes on the student
record? If so, how did they determine the
necessary fields and rules for storing GDPR flags
and/or indicators?
For the ‘right to be forgotten,’ what is the extent
of responsibility for one organization informing
another regarding data to be ‘forgotten?’
Have the legal departments of the SIS vendors
interpreted GDPR differently, and if so, how
might that impact how data is stored and
exchanged?
Might PESC need to coordinate standardizing
transmission of GDPR indicators in EDI/XML and
other file formats.
What is the impact of the new law emerging out
of California?
How will the revisions to FERPA impact data
exchange (EDI, PDF, XML)?

Are You Using EDI, PDF
or XML for Student Data?
Changes Are Coming – Register Today
and Stay Connected!
At the Spring 2019 Data Summit, PESC charges
forward in promoting its mission of interoperability
and also reflects back to embark on its 21st year to
present State of Technology and Standards in Higher
Education. Where Are We? Where Have We
Been? What Did We Learn? Where Are We
Going? How Will We Get There?
Ensuring data quality, data integrity, and data
privacy and protection requires constant meticulous
care. As more colleges, universities, states,
provinces, vendors and service providers, application
centers, systems and networks adopt PESC Approved
EDI, PDF and XML Standards and migrate toward
automated,
electronic,
machine-to-machine
processing, the need to maintain and update these
systems and networks also increases.
A segment of your overall business processes may
rely on EDI, PDF and/or XML, and at the PESC Spring
2019 Data Summit, we ensure you connect to all the
technical resources and information you need. With
newly emerging privacy and protection rules, which
join FERPA and GDPR, ensuring proper and accurate
data exchange is the highest priority for PESC.
PESC Technology, Services and Approved Standards
serve colleges and universities; states and provinces;
commercial organizations and government agencies;
software vendors and technology providers; and
non-profit organizations and associations.
If your college, university or organization is involved
in collecting and managing student data and uses a
variety of service providers and vendors, the Spring
2019 Data Summit is the perfect event for you!
To ensure colleges and universities are provided
access to PESC and its mission, PESC offers a ‘2-for-1’
option to institutions, which means two (2) from the
same institution are eligible to register for the price
of one (1). Contact the PESC office for details.

From Ontario to Indiana, to Credentials Solutions,
National Student Clearinghouse and Parchment
(among many others), to Stanford University and all
114 of the California Community Colleges (which
alone serves 2.1 million students), to all of financial
aid - ALL USERS of PESC APPROVED STANDARDS PESC is fulfilling its vision of a digital domain!

seamlessly and automatically from one network,
system or application to another when and where
needed without compatibility barriers, but through a
safe, secure, reliable, legal and efficient platform.

All For One

Achieving Student Mobility
One Data Standard at A Time

PESC’S Mission

All For One and One For All?
For a data standard, All For One and One For All, by
the very definition ‘standard’ itself, should be a firm
statement. A data standard defined is use, and reuse where appropriate, of a unified technology
and/or set of agreed upon (and supported)
taxonomies, schemas, shared code sets and their
operational exchange.
Data standards ensure that all those that trade,
share and exchange data not only understand that
data, but ensures every other organization it trades,
shares and exchanges data with to have that same
understanding. All for one data standard, and one
data standard for all.

Achieving this mission through open, neutral data
standards will make student data mobile – the goal
of PESC Members.

It’s all about the data, but achieving true student
data mobility can be complicated requiring the
alignment and seamless operation of many disparate
factors. From funding and licensing, to policy and
collaboration, to partnerships, collaboration,
integration and maintaining competitive products
and services, interoperable student mobility can
seem like an overwhelming challenge.
PESC understands these complexities and over our
first 20 years, PESC has focused on these key building
blocks and established a core competency in data
management and exchange.

Data standards improve data quality, accelerate
institutional performance, reduce costs and enable
student data mobility.

PESC Members are leading the community with
cutting-edge groups and pilots (like EdExchange for
global data exchange and GEO Code for
establishment of a single code), to demonstrations
(at the Groningen Declaration Network, AACRAO &
ARUCC) and new and innovative methods of data
management (like with the JSON-LD Task Force and
the Data Privacy & Protection Task Force).

For higher education though, All For One and One
For All? is a question instead. Higher education
systems, technology and standards have grown
organically since the beginning of the digital age. An
inadvertent consequence not envisioned in building
many of these systems, technologies and standards,
is the omission of interconnectivity between and
among them.

We know you have many choices in where to spend
your time and attention. PESC as a small non-profit
provides high value not only to PESC Members and
attendees of Data Summits, who help fund PESC, but
to all colleges and universities across Canada, USA
and all over the world that need data standards as
well, but might not have appropriate funding or
resources to directly participate in PESC.

PESC promotes and champions the best solution to
connecting new systems, technologies and
standards while ensuring usable solutions for legacy
ones – Neutral Data Standards.
Only data standards enable complete, global
connectivity within and throughout the education
domain. This domain though must be supported by
a trustworthy, digital network allowing data to flow

DATA EXCHANGE PLATFORM
TRUSTED. OPEN. TRANSPORT.
HTTPS://EDEXCHANGE.PESC.ORG

The Value
of Standards
A Delphi Study
June 2003

Standards = Liquidity
There is a clear and sudden shift in attitudes towards software standards.
The climate of economic constraint and risk aversion along with the
mandate to integrate systems on both sides of the firewall has created a
sea change in the sense of imperative to adopt software standards.
In this climate standards create liquidity -- the ability to leverage IT investment in unforseen ways.
In this groundbreaking study, Delphi gathered the responses of more
than 800 end users, software vendors, and service providers to identify
the current attitudes and expectations for software standards.
The results portray a shifting landscape where standards will provide the
foundation for long term advances in the way software is built, bought
and deployed.
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What It All Means
In a nutshell:
The research, follow-up interviews, and analysis for this study all
point to one overwhelming take-away: Standards have shifted into
high gear, not only garnering attention from business buyers but
more importantly, they are being seen as a mandate for competitive
stature, cost effective IT and operational excellence.
Software standards have always been the subject of much controversy. In
an industry characterized by a myriad of proprietary alternatives,
haphazard collections of point solutions, fiefdoms of incompatible
applications, and severe integration standards have been an elusive target.

The results are clear in their portrayal of a
shifting landscape where standards will provide
the foundation for long term advances in the way
software is built, bought and deployed.
Although standards have been promoted from the outset as a panacea for
this chaotic landscape, it is not until recently that the forces of
connectivity, uniform platforms for cross-enterprise/industry applications
and IT industry consolidation have created a climate where standards can
live up to their promise.
In this groundbreaking study, Delphi gathered the responses of more than
800 end users, software vendors, and service providers to identify the
current attitudes and expectations for software standards.
The findings of this study present the clear portrayal of a shifting
landscape. The economics of integration and the mandate for controlling
the cost of software ownership present a strong business imperative for
standards. The maturation and adoption of software development
standards will provide the foundation for long term advances in the way
software is built, bought and deployed.
The responses to the survey which underlies this study clearly point to a
greater need for the role of software standards.
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The attitudes reflect a practical understanding of the role that software
vendors and standards bodies will play in the symbiosis that allows
foundational standards to evolve. The opportunity for significant change
in operational excellence, supply chain interactions, and new market
opportunities from the adoption of standards is just as clear.
Among our group of survey participants, half indicated participation in a
software standards body. This is not difficult to accept given the

While tactical thinking does indeed predominate in
today’s conservative spending climate, the lack of
enterprise integration has created such a costly
infrastructure that it represents an immediate and
pressing mandate for standards. Compliance with
standards in software development is not simply a
strategic direction, but a business imperative.
repercussions and move away from the legacy of rampant software
deployment in the past that relied on proprietary platforms. Billions of
dollars have been spent on software that represents closed, dead end
solutions. Although it may have taken an economic crisis for standards to
take center stage in the minds of organizations, we do not see a return to
prosperity diminishing the trend.
Increased interest in the role of componentization of applications and the
availability of standardized directories for building on-demand
applications will fuel the intent evidenced by IT users and developers of IT
solutions to build interoperability.
The historical pressure to mitigate the risk of picking the wrong standard
will dissipate rapidly as the risk of not integrating enterprise and, more
significantly, value chain solutions, increases. Customers, partners and
suppliers will push hard to demand greater flexibility and reliability in the
business processes that are supported by technology. This will translate
into an intense market scrutiny of software vendors’ ability to work in
synchrony, a mode far removed from the hardwired patchwork solutions
that typify today’s value chains.
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Leveraging the underlying data and the information systems investment
that has been made in repositories of customer, market, and transactional
data will be brought to the center of every software evaluation. Proprietary
repositories and datastores will be deemed a competitive liability. This is
plainly illustrated as an underlying theme in many of the interviews we
conducted for the study, which spoke to the historical risk and cost of
migrating from applications that held data and information in proprietary
vaults.
The current economic pressure to deliver tactical applications may have
caused strategic planning to take a back seat. However, standards and
integration are not luxuries in this sort of an environment. The study
results show that standards are very much front of mind for end users and
software developers.
While tactical thinking does indeed predominate in today’s conservative
spending climate, enterprise integration has created such a costly
infrastructure that it represents an immediate and pressing opportunity

What remains to be achieved in the standards
game is establishing a solid perception that the
software industry is placing its bets in obvious
and visible fashion on organizations which are
going to be central to the industry’s success.
for standards. Standards also provide options for agility in choosing and
deploying solutions that have not been available in the past. The free
market dynamic this introduces is essential to nearly every other aspect
of a business – it is long overdue for buyers of IT solutions.
Respondents were overwhelmingly in favor of standards that provided
interoperability between business partners, and saw this as critical for
long-term economic health and prosperity. The economies introduced by
standardization also reduce dramatically the tooling, skill reusability and
competency of the work force.
Standards lacking the perception of widespread support and demand will
fail to capture a critical mass of support by commercial software vendors.
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While this point may appear obvious to some, it attests to the need for the
visibility of standards adoption. Reestablishing trust through a visible
commitment to standards is critical to both the buy-side and the sell-side
of the software industry. Organizations such as OASIS, W3C, and IETG will
be essential in achieving that goal. In the absence of such a coherent
vision, the IT industry will continue to flounder with or without economic
recovery.
Finally, as with any investment, standards will require more established
benchmarks of return and payback. While survey respondents
wholeheartedly acknowledged the inherent payback in adhering to
standards, the actual metrics were harder to come by.
In many ways the best standard may well be the one that nobody
questions - its cost is part of the price for survival. That state of standards,
however, is still beyond reach in the software market. Near term solutions
will require role models, benchmarks, and substantive analysis. This was
best characterized by one respondent in a follow-up interview:
“Historically, our systems have been highly proprietary systems built almost
entirely internally. By adopting and adapting standards that are not
encumbered by excessive IP claims and that are achieving traction with both
software vendors and end users, we are realizing a number of benefits:
- more use of commercial off-the-shelf software in our system
- larger pool of skilled job applicants in the market; lower learning
curve to make new staff productive
- shorter development times because we benefit from the analysis &
design efforts of experts that is embodied in the standard (otherwise,
we'd go through the same exercise ourselves)
- faster agreement on interface/exchange requirements with both
suppliers & customers
- improved ability to distribute work between our staff and outside
contractors”
Large Global Information Services Firm
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Executive Overview
Key Findings of This Study
A clear and sudden shift in attitudes towards software standards as
enablers of organizational liquidity.
Standardized Software approaches have been an elusive target.
It is not until recently that a climate evolved where standards can live up to
their promise.
Standards will provide the foundation for long term advances in the way
software is built, bought and deployed.
There is an increasing expectation for the role of software standards.
Vendors and standards bodies must play together in a symbiosis that allows
foundational standards to evolve.
Billions of dollars have been spent on solutions that represent closed, dead
end solutions.
Componentization and on-demand applications will fuel standards.
The risk of picking the wrong standard will take a back seat to the risk and
cost of not integrating.
There will be intense market scrutiny of software vendors’ ability to work
within integrated environments.
Proprietary repositories and datastores will be deemed a competitive
liability.
Standards and integration are not a luxury.
Standards provide options for agility in choosing and deploying solutions
with a lower cost of ownership.
The economies introduced by standardization also reduce dramatically the
tooling of the work force.
Without a coherent standards vision, the IT industry will continue to
flounder with or without economic recovery.
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Analysis & Observations
In May of 2003 Delphi conducted a survey intended to identify the
perceptions and experiences of software providers, integrators and end
users regarding the value of software standards. The survey resulted in 800
verified responses. The analysis of that survey provides insight to the
benefits, obstacles and attitudes towards standards.
The population represented a fairly even split of IT and non-IT
respondents and an even split of US and non-US respondents. Except for
the intentional emphasis on software providers, computer software
vendors and IT services, the organizations participating represented a
balanced cross section of the economy by industry and by size.
One of the more interesting initial findings was that, despite the large
representation of IT industry professionals and widespread
acknowledgment of the value of standards compliance, more than half of
the respondents did not indicate participation in a software standards
body. This speaks to the rampant deployment of software in the past that
relied on proprietary platforms, protocols, and hardwired interoperability.
In follow-up interviews, however, respondents who indicated they were not
participants acknowledged, consistently, that the market was now exerting
extreme pressure on them to move towards standardized approaches to
integration across applications and platforms.
The standards most often cited as required for compliance within the
respondent’s organization were also those most often mentioned in the
industry press, the highest ranking being XML. Interviews demonstrated a
strong inclination on the part of the respondents to favor standards which
were not only highly visible but also critical to e-business and web-based
applications. Although respondents indicated a preference for practical
standards, such as XML, interviews did point to an increased interest in the
role of componentization of applications and the availability of
standardized directories for building on-demand applications.
There was a high correlation among respondent communities (users,
vendors, integrators) with respect to the reasons not to participate in a
standards effort. The lack of critical mass, in terms of adoption, was the
most often stated reason for not participating or complying with
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standards. Other practical reasons, such as cost and difficulty in achieving
compliance, also ranked high. In follow-up interviews, it became clear that
much of this was near term pressure to reduce costs and mitigate the risk of
picking the wrong standard.
In considering the value proposition of software standards, the principal
value as perceived by respondents was clearly the integrity of the
underlying data and information systems investment, along with the
resulting liquidity. This illustrated an underlying theme in many of the
interviews that spoke to the historical risk of migrating from applications
that held data and information in proprietary vaults. It is our opinion, based
on the survey and follow-up interviews, that this will continue to be the
highest priority for end-user organizations in selecting standards.
Longer term strategic promises of value chain integration and swapping of
applications rated much lower in comparison with the basic objective of
data preservation when viewed in the survey data analysis. However, it is
important to introduce a caveat here. Current economic pressure is on
tactical applications. Strategic planning has taken a back seat. Respondents
were overwhelmingly in favor of standards that provided interoperability
between business partners, and saw this as critical for long term economic
health and prosperity. While software vendors were cautious about
admitting to the value of this sort of interoperability, they admitted that in
the absence of such standards only a handful of enterprise software
vendors could survive - limiting innovation and market choices. The
conclusion, although not always articulated in precisely this way, was that
standards were an absolute mandate if the IT supply side is to support the
vast majority of current players.
Portability of Data and leveraging IT investments for the future were
overwhelmingly the most significant benefits in using standards for
software development. In follow-up interviews, respondents were consistent
in their observation that, although these benefits are not a new and sudden
realization, the imperative to leverage standards in realizing these benefits
is. While, in the past, lock-in may have been considered a bitter pill that one
had to swallow in order to deploy a solution rapidly, it is no longer
acceptable. The increased value and liquidity of data and applications that
result from standards has become much clearer to both IT and business
buyers.
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The benefit of reusable skill sets, associated with prior generations of
standards, such as SQL, ranked lowest among benefits selected by
respondents. Although odd at first glance, respondents indicated that this
was in part due to the much larger talent pool available in today’s market.
Again this is an economic factor that could easily change attitudes.
Interestingly, the results shift with some drama when the question is
modified to ask about the respondent’s actual experience with standards.
Experience seems to run contrary to anticipated benefits, with skill set
reuse now being ranked by 61% of respondents as having benefitted
through standards. Clearly, there is high value here even if the current
economic cycle is masking it temporarily.

The increased value and liquidity of data and
applications that result from standards has
become much clearer to both IT and business
buyers.
There is a high correlation among respondent communities (users,
vendors, integrators) regarding the perceived threats to software
standards. The notable exception is that software vendors acknowledged
the difficulty in verifying compliance, picking a standard, and supporting a
full range of options in compliant software. The biggest threat to software
standards is the proliferation of competing software standards. The old
adage that “the good thing about standards is that there are so many of
them to choose from,” rings true in this observation. The threat is better
stated as an absence of critical mass around most standards efforts.
Software vendors and users want to see committed large scale efforts on
the part of cornerstone software vendors and standards bodies to invest in
specific standards before committing their own organizations to them.
Time to market pressure on software vendors also represents a significant
threat to standards since it is resulting in software released prior to its
being adequately compliant. Interestingly, standards are not perceived as a
competitive threat to software vendors by respondents.
Despite widespread recognition of commonly accepted vendor
specifications, the overwhelming factor in standards participation was
software vendor neutrality. The respondents had difficulty reconciling the
two differing views. Comments ranged from, “in the ideal world, standards
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would not favor any one software vendor,” to “without a large player’s
selfish interests, a standards body will not create the critical momentum
needed.” SQL was often raised as an example of IBM’s strong self interest
in DB2, which in turn spawned Oracle’s success with its own RDBMS.
The practical side of this debate is the Catch-22 of any standards effort,
creating critical mass among participants. Without a perceived
preponderance of support, a standard will not attract participation
according to respondents. Respondents want to see this preponderance of
support in the form of a visible commitment, and that often comes from a
particular cornerstone software vendor’s efforts prior to the achievement
of a real critical mass.
In practice, respondents voiced what can be characterized best as a First
and Second Order approach to the issue of neutrality. The First Order was
to ensure that the standard had sufficient backing to allow it to be reliably
used. In this case a vendor carrying the flag was considered acceptable.
The second Order’s priority is to validate acceptance of the standard
across vendors so that portability and extensibility would be available as
the software deployment evolved.

Wherever you see
the magnifying
glass above it
indicates that the
chart adjacent to it
is a closer analysis
of the preceding
chart. Usually this
means that we
selected only certain
key variables to

Reusability of software was the most frequently cited “single greatest
benefit” anticipated from participation or compliance with standards. This
was reflected across each of the respondent communities. It also spoke to
the stated trend towards componentization that many respondents noted
in their follow-up interviews.
Finally, it was consistently the case that respondents, both in the survey
and in follow-up interviews, whole hartedly acknowledged the inherent
payback in adhering to standards. Even those respondents who took a very
practical approach and stated that standards might slow down their efforts
initially, agreed that in the long run, the presence of a standard
represented a much more secure investment.
Despite this, the vast majority of respondents did not or were not able to
measure the benefit of standards. As one participant stated, “We did not
compute the actual value. That the value is overwhelming is obvious.”

analyze which
highlight the most
interesting aspects
of the responses.
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Bridging the Information
Archipelago
Key Findings
The principle value of standards was clearly in leveraging the underlying data
and information systems investment, thereby increasing the liquidity of their
investments in the future.
Longer term strategic promises of value chain integration and swapping of
applications rated much lower in comparison with data preservation.

Analysis & Observations
In their classic 1983 HBR article “The Information Archipelago”, McFarlan,
McKenney, and Pyburn laid out a thesis that has defined the IT community
for the last two decades. In many ways, we are still living among islands of
information. But these islands are now best characterized as continents.
Enormous investment has gone into their creation and enormous value
lies not only in each of these collections but, more importantly, in the
connections between them. One only has to look as far as the recent failing
of USA homeland security in bridging the challenging disconnects
between agency repositories to see this.
The principal value of standards, as perceived by respondents, was clearly
leveraging the underlying data and information systems investment. This
illustrated a recurring theme in many of the interviews that spoke to the
historical risk of migrating from applications that held data and
information in proprietary vaults. It is our opinion, based on the survey
and follow-up interviews, that this objective will continue to be the
highest priority for end-user organizations in selecting standards.
Longer term strategic promises of value chain integration and swapping of
applications rated much lower in comparison with the basic objective of
data preservation when viewed in the survey data analysis. However, it is
important to introduce a caveatee here. Current economic pressure is on
tactical applications. Strategic planning has taken a back seat.
The issues of portability and value fall into what we would term liquidity -
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Which of the following do you believe to be the
single greatest benefit offered by approved
standards in software development?
Allows the portability of data (26%)

Decreases the long-term cost of ownership
for applicable software investments (12%)

Expands choices for
software vendor
alternatives (9%)
Enables vertical industry segments
to unify trading practices (7%)
Increases the value of existing and future
investments in information systems (30%)

Enables leverage of existing of skill-sets
(i.e., does not require proprietary training) (5%)

Provides a benchmark
for software design (5%)
Enables approval of projects otherwise
threatened by concerns over proprietary
system lock-in (5%)
©2003 Delphi Group

the ability to leverage IT investment in novel and unexpected ways. The
advent of the internet has brought this sort of reusability into the limelight,
giving business people as well as technologists a much better appreciation
for the value of standards.
Respondents were overwhelmingly in favor of standards that provided
interoperability between business partners, and saw this as critical for long
term economic health and prosperity. While software vendors were
cautious about admitting to the value of this sort of interoperability (not
surprising when considered from a parochial competitive standpoint) most
admitted that in the absence of such standards only a handful of enterprise
software vendors could survive -- severely limiting innovation and market
choice. The conclusion, although not always articulated in precisely this
way, was that standards were an absolute mandate if the IT supply side is to
support the vast majority of current players.
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The Benefit of Standards:
and the Winner Is...
Key Findings
Once again data portability and leveraging the underlying information
systems was noted as the principle benefit offered by standards.
The benefit of reusable skill sets, associated with prior generations of
standards such as SQL, ranked lowest among respondents.
However, the results shift with some drama when the question is modified to
ask about the respondent’s actual experience with standards. (facing page)
Experience seems to run contrary to anticipated benefits, with low ranked skill
set reuse now being ranked by 61% of respondents as having been benefitted
through standards.

Analysis & Observations
The recurring theme is that standards provide a fulcrum to leverage IT
investments and create liquidity. Contrasting this with the lower ranked
benefit of cost reduction demonstrates that the experience of the
respondents points to a critical benefit of revenue enhancement over
direct cost savings. Standards provide a platform for realizing
opportunities that would otherwise remain hidden. Follow-up interviews
with respondents frequently indicated that ROI was not just a matter of
cost savings but more importantly new ways of working within the
organization or with partners.
The benefit of reusable skill sets, associated with prior generations of
standards such as SQL, ranked lowest among benefits selected by
respondents. Although odd at first glance, respondents indicated that this
was in part due to the much larger talent pool available in today’s market.
Interestingly, the results shift, with some drama, when the question is
modified to ask about the respondent’s actual experience with standards.
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Which of the following do you believe to be the
single greatest benefit offered by approved
standards in software development?

Enables leverage of existing of skill-sets
(i.e., does not require proprietary training)
Provides a benchmark for software design
Enables approval of projects otherwise threatened
by concerns over proprietary system lock-in

4%
7%
6%
4%

developers

6%

consumers

3%
7%
6%

Enables vertical industry segments
to unify trading practices

10%
8%

Expands choices for software vendor alternatives

14%

Decreases the long-term cost of ownership
for applicable software investments

9%
24%

Allows the portability of data

29%
28%

Increases the value of existing and
future investments in information systems
0%

31%
5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Experience seems to run contrary to anticipated benefits, with skill set
reuse now being ranked by 61% of respondents as having been benefitted
through standards. Clearly, there is high value here even if the current
economic cycle is masking it temporarily.
Portability is a fundamental aspect of ROI and payback for the deployment
and adoption of standards. Comments from survey participants back this
up with hard evidence of standards having impacted bottom line results in
quantifiable and qualitative ways, as shown in the comments on the facing
page.
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...Or Is It?
Which of the benefits derived from open approved
standards have you or your organization
experienced directly?
61%
61%

Enables use of more widely
available skill-sets

54%
53%

Decreases the long-term cost of ownership
for applicable software investments

71%
65%

Increases the value of existing and future
investments in information systems
52%

Enables approval of projects otherwise threatened
by concerns over proprietary system lock-in
Enables vertical industry segments
to unify trading practices

42%

consumers

46%
30%

83%

Unites systems on multi-platforms

76%
58%
54%

Unites systems on single platforms
0%

developers

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

“Our metrics show that specification cost is cut by 30%, conception is
reduced by 50%, while semi flow analysis (data mapping between an
application and the data structure) stay the same. Using (a standardsbased approach) compared with classical development, time is
reduced by 45%. Maintenance is reduced by 20%.”
“The standards play has a very important role to ensure reusability : it
has a legitimacy that is recognized by other companies. We estimated
60% of the project implemented on a standard will reuse the solution,
compared to about 20% usually.”
“We meet the standards compliance as mandated by our customers.
We have measured that we would have lost over 60% of our sales by
not being compliant with the designated standards. This is measured
through tracking each closed sale as described by the sales person.”
“We measured total cost of ownership ... it would have cost 4 or 5
times the amount if delivery had been implemented without
standards.”
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Narrowing the Field,
Increasing the Odds
Key Findings
Respondents rank the biggest threat to software standards as the proliferation
of competing software standards for the same issue or objective.
Half of all respondents do not believe that standards are likely to increase
deployment time or investment.
Time to market pressure on software vendors represents a threat to standards
since it is resulting in software released prior to its being adequately
compliant.
Standards compliance is not perceived as a competitive threat by software
vendors.

Analysis & Observations
There is a high correlation among users, integrators and software vendors
regarding the perceived threats to software standards. A notable
exception, however, is that software vendors acknowledged the difficulty in
verifying compliance, picking a standard, and supporting a full range of
options in compliant software.
The biggest threat to software standards is the proliferation of software
standards. The old adage that “the good thing about standards is that
there are so many of them to choose from,” rings true in this observation.
The threat is better stated as an absence of critical mass around most
standards efforts. Small to mid size software vendors and users told us
that they want to see committed large scale efforts on the part of
cornerstone software vendors and standards bodies to invest in specific
standards before committing their own organizations to them.
What surprised us in this, however was the value that respondents placed
on an independent third party’s role in validating compliance. We even
had one respondent go so far as to suggest that there be government
regulations with respect to software standards. His point being that this is
how important it is to preserve the investments made here. While it was an
interesting argument, most respondents reacted with concern over a
legislated approach and still felt strongly that standards should be a free
market phenomenon, yet still verified by some sort of accountable body.
©2003 Delphi Group, Ten Post Office Square, Boston, MA 02109
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Time to market pressure on software vendors also represents a significant
threat to standards since it is resulting in software being released prior to
its being adequately compliant. End users also pointed out that this same
free market dynamic can cause software vendors to release software before
it is compliant in order to speed time to market. Software vendors, on the
other hand, told us that standards and software development must both be
considered evolutionary in that neither can stand still waiting for the
other in the early stages of a new technology or a new standard. This did
not discount the perception of standards but rather acknowledged earlier
views that a standard must reach critical mass in market demand and
perception of support in order to warrant delays in software release cycles
- as also reinforced by the perception that adoption requires longer
development times, expressed by nearly half of all respondents.
Interestingly, standards are not perceived as a competitive threat to
software vendors by respondents. This is a positive shift in perception
owing to the market attitude towards standards as a necessary force in
preserving IT investments. We see this as a critical finding in that it does
represent the emergence of a new attitude on the part of software vendors
towards standards.

Greatest Shortcomings & Threats to Standards
Rarely Applies

Competing standards exist 6%
for the same issue or focus
Commercial software released
prior to standard completion or approval 5%
Lack of available options in
complaint software from commercial vendors

Inconsequential

26%

63%

32%

13%

Always Applies

26%

No Answer

5%

58%

4%

57%

5%

Inability to validate compliance
with complaint software

11%

30%

55%

5%

Frequent changes invalidate
compliance with standard

11%

30%

54%

5%

Interoperability limited to
a minority of vendors

10%

Adoption requires greater
investment alternative approaches
Adoption requires longer development
time than alternative approaches

14%

16%

35%

50%

37%

35%
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Shifting out of Neutral
Key Findings
The overwhelming factor in standards participation was software vendor
neutrality - more dramatically evidenced in the charts on the facing page.

Analysis & Observations
In practice, respondents voiced what can be characterized best as a First
and Second Order approach to the issue of neutrality. The First Order was
to ensure that the standard had sufficient backing to allow it to be reliably

Factors Driving Participation in a Specific
Standards Body
Definitely
Not Important
Vendor-neutral 3%

25%

Access to a developer community
and best practices 4%

24%

Membership comprised of both end users
and commercial software vendors 5%

Industry-wide or
horizontal orientation
Open or "democratic"
committee process
Opportunity to direct standard
specification from moment of conception
Ability to review standard early
but after committee approval
Not-for-profit entity
Tightly managed committee process
(input is limited)

Very Important

19%

5%

48%

5%

48%

5%

38%

48%

10%

5%

50%

39%

9%

4%

55%

41%

9%

5%

59%

35%

6%

4%

67%

34%

10%

No Answer

68%

32%

Availability of immediately usable 6%
standard specifications
International presence and focus

Indifferent

52%

5%

32%
50%

24%
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used. In this case a vendor carrying the flag was considered acceptable.
The Second Order’s priority is to validate acceptance of the standard
across vendors so that portability and extensibility would be available as
the software deployment evolved.
What was especially insightful in follow-up interviews was the degree to
which the overall administration of the standards process by some sort of
committee was discounted. In most cases respondents saw this as the “fat”
in a standards process. Immediacy of the standards body and its ability to
sequence incremental and regular enhancements was seen as key to
creating both visibility and momentum for a standards effort.

Factors Driving Participation in a Specific Standards
Body (cont.....)
Very Important
Vendor-neutral
Access to a developer community
and best practices
Membership comprised of both end users
end commercial software vendors
Availability of immediately usable
standard specifications

67.9%
3.1%
67.2%
3.6%
59.2%
4.7%
55.5%
5.7%
50.1%

International presence and focus

10.2%

Open or "democratic"
committee process
Industry-wide or
horizontal orientation

47.7%
8.8%
47.7%
6.4%

Opportunity to direct standard
specification from moment of conception

38.4%
8.6%

Ability to review standard early
but after committee approval

32.2%
10.1%
26.0%
18.6%

Not-for-profit entity
Tightly managed committee process
(input is limited)
0%

Definitely Not Important

13.1%
23.5%
10%

20%

30%

40%
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Playing the Perception
Game
Key Findings
Lack of critical mass in terms of adoption was the most often stated reason for
not participating or complying with standards.
The Catch-22 of any standards effort is creating critical mass. Without a
perceived preponderance of support a standard will not attract participation
according to respondents.
Interestingly, standards are not perceived as a competitive threat by
respondents.

Analysis & Observations
Practical reasons such as cost and difficulty in achieving compliance
ranked highest, while lack of critical mass, in terms of adoption, was the
most often stated reason for not participating or complying with
standards. In follow-up interviews it became clear that much of this was
near term pressure to reduce costs and mitigate the risk of picking the
wrong standard. With the trend moving towards consolidation in the IT
industry, as well as the imperative to integrate existing systems, we expect
these priorities to change in the near term.
The practical side of this debate is the Catch-22 of any standards effort,
creating critical mass among participants. Without a perceived
preponderance of support, a standard will not attract participation,
according to respondents. Respondents want to see this preponderance of
support in the form of a visible commitment. This may seem to be a
contradiction -- critical mass is often defined in terms of support by one
or more cornerstone software vendors, and yet buyers clearly seek vendor
neutrality in standards. Further development of this notion among study
participants, however, validates that compliance by top vendors is
ultimately necessary to its validation, but that standards development
must be an open and democratic process.
Regarding their own participation in a standards body, it was clear from
respondents’ views that lack of speed, high cost and low adoption were the
common impediments. However, what was not shown in the survey data
was the bearing that a standards perception of having achieved (or
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Reasons Cited NOT to implement
or Comply with Standards
Definitely
Not Important
Low adoption rate by partners,
customers, peers or competitors 5%
Compliance would be impractical

Indifferent

32%

Required specifications not cost-effective

9%

37%

Approval or "vetting" process
by standards body too slow

8%

Specifications too broadly-scoped
Specifications too complex
to understand
Actual compliance would
be too difficult to verify
Compliance would threaten
competitive advantage
Specifications too narrowly-scoped
Specification too vertically focused

46%

20%
15%
25%
15%
17%

7%

47%

39%

10%

5%

50%

43%

13%

No Answer

63%

26%

12%

Compliance would slowrtime to market

Very Important

37%
44%
38%
49%
53%

7%

43%

6%

42%

7%

37%

7%

37%

6%

34%

7%

31%

7%

29%

7%

23%

7%

likelihood of achieving) critical mass had on these impediments. In other
words, the adoption variable has two distinct components; perception of
success and actual adoption. An example used by some respondents was
that of UNIX vs. Windows (albeit admittedly not standards, but offer an
analog to the standards development process).
UNIX had a very long ramp up and was considered to be a costly initial
port for software vendors as well as end users. Despite the promises of
long term cost savings, UNIX languished for some time and decisions to
port to it were postponed by a perpetual wait-and-see attitude in the
market. While there was low adoption for some time there was also a
perception of risk in its ever achieving critical mass for enterprise
applications.
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Windows also had a its share of naysayers. In enterprise environments, it
suffered a similar fate of slow adoption. However, perception differed
dramatically in that Windows was seen as a more likely platform despite
its apparent enterprise limitations.
According to respondents, achieving a critical mass ultimately relies more
on this issue of perception. Respondents believed that this perception was
the result of influence exerted on line of business professionals rather than
IT professionals. In fact, most follow-up interviews revealed that it was a
business function that set the agenda for standards in their organization.
In the case where a CXO was noted, the CEO as standards czar
outnumbered CIOs in the same capacity by a margin of 4-1!
What this means to standards bodies and participants in standards efforts
is clear. Visibility among business buyers and influencers is essential to
achieve if a standards effort is to have longevity and substantial impact.

Reasons Cited NOT to Participate in
or Comply with Standards

Required specifications not cost-effective

Compliance would be impractical

43%
48%

Integrators

50%

Vendors

53%
51%

Users

44%
58%
Low adoption rate by partners,
customers, peers or competitors

72%
60%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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Exceeding Expectations
Key Findings
One of the most overwhelmingly consistent responses showed up in this survey
question.
Reusability of software was clearly the single greatest benefit perceived by
respondents from participation or compliance with standards.

Analysis & Observations
Reusability of software was clearly the single greatest benefit perceived by
respondents from participation or compliance with standards. This was
reflected across each of the respondent communities. It also spoke to the
stated trend towards componentization that many respondents noted in
their follow-up interviews.
“Thanks to our compliance with the specifications, we can develop in one
hardware/software architecture and implement in others quite different
without previous knowledge or training.”
Very Large Software Vendor
It was consistently the case that respondents, both in the survey and in
follow-up interviews, wholeheartedly acknowledged the inherent payback
in adhering to standards. Even those respondents who took a very
practical approach and stated that standards might slow down their efforts
initially, agreed that in the long run the presence of a standard represented
a much more secure investment.
“[calculating the benefit of standards] would be an equation like that of a
call option: you pay a price for the right to get the benefits of a standard, if
[the one you choose] is finally dominant, you reap earnings from it.”
Mid Size Software Vendor
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Benefits Expected from participation or
Compliance with Standards
definitely
does not
apply

always
applies

indifferent

Greater software
14%
re-usability 3%
Satisfy demand from
customers/end users 4%

81%

20%

Ability to leverage
existing skill sets 3%

Enabler of mergers
& acquisitions
Satisfy demand from investors
(VC or majority investors)

3%

72%

28%

Enabler of
partnerships 4%
Faster Time-to-Market
or Time-to-Deployment

unanswered

66%

31%

3%

50%

25%

46%

29%

22%

22%
29%
21%

3%
4%

System
integrators
Vendors

52%
51%
56%

Faster Time-to-Market
or Time-to-Deployment

Users

70%
62%
69%

Ability to Leverage
Existing Skill Sets

82%
83%
77%

Greater Software
Re-usability
0%

4%

52%

22%

Enabler of Mergers
& Acquisitions

3%

61%
35%

10%

4%

20%

40%

60%
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Just One More...
Key Findings
The standards most often required for compliance with the respondent’s
organizations were also the most often mentioned in the industry press, with
two having their origin in software vendor specifications - Sun’s J2EE and
Microsoft’s .NET.

Analysis & Observations
Finally, the standards most often cited as required for compliance with the
respondent’s organizations were also those most often mentioned in the
industry press, with two having their origin in software vendor
specifications – Sun’s J2EE and Microsoft’s .NET. The highest ranked
standard was XML. Interviews demonstrated a strong inclination on the
part of respondents to favor standards which were not only highly visible
but also critical to e-business and web-based applications. Although
respondents indicated a preference for practical standards, such as XML,
interviews did point to an increased interest in the role of
componentization of applications and the availability of standardized
directories for building on-demand applications.

For which of the following do you/your firm
require compliance with from your commercial
software suppliers?
XML

74%

J2EE

44%

.NET

36%

SOAP

35%

UDDI

14%

ebXML

14%

Other

12%

RossettaNet

6%

SAML

5%

DocBook

4%
0%

20%

40%
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Profile of Survey
Respondents
Key Findings
The data is based on 800 survey respondents.
There was a fairly even split of IT and non-IT respondents.
There was an even split of US and Non-US respondents.
The respondents’ organizational size was representative of a balanced cross
section of the economy.

Analysis & Observations
The population of respondents represented a fairly even split of IT and
non-IT professional and an even split of US and Non-US respondents.

Software
IT Consulting/Professional Services
6.6%
Government
6.6%
Financial Services & Insurance
6.0%
Other, please specify...
5.1%
Education/Libraries
2.6%
Computer Hardware
2.3%
Telecommunications
2.3%
Aerospace/Defense
2.1%
Manufacturing
1.8%
Entertainment & Media
1.7%
Architecture/Engineering/Construction
1.4%
Transportation or Logistics
1.4%
Publishing/Press
0.9%
Healthcare/Medical Services
0.8%
Retail/Wholesale
Semiconductors & Electronics 0.7%
Process/Petrochemical 0.7%
Pharmaceutical 0.7%
Energy 0.7%
Utilities 0.5%
Legal 0.4%
Consumer Goods 0.4%
Automotive 0.4%
Mining & Natural Resources 0.3%
Biomedical 0.1%

28.0%
25.5%
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Less than $1 million

29

24%

$1 million to $10 million

26%

$10 million to $100 million

16%

$100 million to $1 billion

13%

$1 billion to $10 billion

11%

Over $10 billion

10%

©2003 Delphi Group

8%

Number of Employees

> 5000
2501 - 5000

7%

1001 - 2500

6%

751 - 1000
501 - 750
251 - 500

4%
3%
8%

101 - 250

11%

51 - 100

11%

1 - 50

43%

©2003 Delphi Group

Except for the intentional emphasis on software providers, computer
software vendors and IT services, the participating organizations
represented a balanced cross section of the economy by industry and by
size.
One of the more interesting initial findings was that, despite the large
representation of IT industry professionals, more than half of the
respondents did not indicate participation in a software standards body.
This speaks to the rampant deployment of software in the past that relied
on proprietary platforms, protocols, and hardwired interoperability.
In follow-up interviews, however, respondents who indicated they were not
participants in a standards effort acknowledge consistently that the
market was now exerting extreme pressure on them to move towards
standardized approaches to integration across applications and platforms.
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Software developers and systems integrators represented the largest
respondent communities. However, in order to best characterize the
respondents, it is important to note that broad categories can be
misleading, as shown in these charts.
For example, many respondents fell into multiple categories as both
developers and users of software.
While there was a substantial representation of end users, the majority of
respondents where somehow involved in the software or services industry.
United States

53.7%

Western and Central Europe

15.6%

Canada

6.6%

United Kingdom

6.4%

Australia and New Zealand

5.8%

Other Asia/Pacific

4.5%

Central and South America

2.4%

Eastern Europe

2.0%

Africa

0.9%

India

0.7%

China

0.7%

Japan

0.5%

Middle East

0.4%
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Commmercial Software
Developer (43%)

Systems Integrator (22%)

End User
(not in software business)
(26%)
©2003 Delphi Group

Government Agency
or Standards Body (9%)
No Answer (1%)
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Key Findings
Despite the large representation of IT industry professionals, more than half
of the respondents did not indicate participation in a standards body. Yet
standards compliance is acknowledged by the vast majority of respondents.

Consultant/Integrator (29%)

Internally focused IT
(not commercial software
development) (23%)
Commercial
Software Developer (35%)

End user
(do not develop, sell,
configure or manage software) (13%)

©2003 Delphi Group

We are users of software
(not vendors or integrators) (26%)

We are a systems integrator (22%)

We are a government
or regulatory agency
(not directly involved software deployment) (9%)

We develop and/or sell
commercial software (43%)

©2003 Delphi Group

Yes, We Participate
in Standards Bodies
(43%)

Do Not Particiate
in Standards Bodies
(or refused to answer)
(57%)
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U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FOUNDATION JOINS PESC
Washington, D.C. The Postsecondary Electronic Standards Council (PESC) is pleased to announce the addition of

the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation as its newest Member to join PESC.
“The Chamber Foundation is excited to join PESC and to contribute toward the ongoing development of data
standards for education,” states Jason A. Tyszko, Vice President, U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation Center
for Education and Workforce. “In today’s talent marketplace, data is king, and good data starts with highquality data standards,” adds Mr. Tyszko, who will serve as the PESC Member contact.
“The Chamber Foundation is a true stakeholder in the new emerging ecosystem,” states Michael D. Sessa, PESC
President & CEO. “Jason, his team, and all the successful initiatives they administer, prove the value of
collaboration. We are very happy to welcome the Chamber Foundation into PESC and PESC looks to progress
efforts as a Member and participant in the Chamber Foundation’s Job Data Exchange (JDX) and T3 Innovation
Network,” Mr. Sessa added.
The Chamber Foundation joins additional new PESC Members that have recently joined:



U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation
Jason Tyszko, Vice President, Education & Workforce Development



Camosun College
Dan Hodgson, Director of Institutional Research & Planning




Duklas Cornerstone Consulting
Joanne Duklas, President

Gotocollegefairs.com
Holly Lazzaro, Executive Director



Indiana Commission for Higher Education
Ken Sauer, Ph.D., Associate Commissioner & Chief Academic Officer



McGill University
Romesh Vadivel, Asst. Registrar & Director, Service Point, Enrolment



Nova Scotia Council on Admissions & Transfer

PESC is an international 501(c)(3) non-profit, community-based,
umbrella association with headquarters in Washington, D.C. of:

Application Centers
Assessment & Testing Agencies
Colleges & Universities
College, University & State/ Provincial Systems
Credential Service Providers
Data, Software & Technology Service Providers
Local, State/Provincial & Federal Government Offices
Non-Profit Associations, Foundations & Organizations
Professional & Commercial Organizations
Student Information System (SIS) Vendors

Ruth Blades, Operations Manager
ABOUT THE CHAMBER FOUNDATION CENTER FOR EDUCATION AND WORKFORCE
Our mission is to inform and mobilize the business community to make a difference in education and workforce reform through engaging
partnerships, challenging the status quo, and using our research, programs, and policy to connect pressing education and workforce
issues to economic development. A center within the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation, an affiliate of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, the Center for Education and Workforce is dedicated to strengthening American’s long-term competitiveness. Our mission is
to inform and mobilize the business community to make a difference in education and workforce reform. We work directly with business
leaders, educators, community leaders, and other stakeholders to develop and promote solutions for the most pressing education and
workforce challenges of our day. For more information, visit https://www.uschamberfoundation.org/center-education-and-workforce.
ABOUT PESC
ESTABLISHED IN 1997 AT THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION & HEADQUARTERED IN WASHINGTON DC
PESC is an international, 501 (c)(3) non-profit, community-based, umbrella association of data, software and education technology
service providers; schools, districts, colleges and universities; college, university and state systems; local, state/province and federal
government agencies; professional, commercial and non-profit organizations; and non-profit associations & foundations.
LEADING THE ESTABLISHMENT & ADOPTION OF DATA EXCHANGE STANDARDS ACROSS THE EDUCATION DOMAIN
Through open and transparent community participation, PESC enables cost-effective connectivity between data systems to accelerate
performance and service, to simplify data access and research, and to improve data quality along the Education lifecycle. PESC envisions
global interoperability within the Education domain, supported by a trustworthy, inter-connected network built by and between

communities of interest in which data flows digitally and seamlessly from one community or system to another and throughout the entire
eco-system when and where needed without compatibility barriers but in a safe, secure, reliable, legal, and efficient manner.
ABOUT PRIVACY While PESC promotes the implementation and usage of data exchange standards, PESC does not set (create or
establish) policies related to privacy and security. Organizations and entities using PESC Approved Standards and services should ensure
they comply with FERPA and all local, state, federal and international rules on privacy and security as applicable. For more information,
see www.PESC.org.
PESC IS SPONSORED ANNUALLY by Credentials Solutions, National Student Clearinghouse, Oracle, Parchment, DegreeData & ECE.
PESC PARTNERS include AACRAO, APEREO, ARUCC, A4L, DXtera Institute, EMREX, EWP, Groningen Declaration Network, HR Open
Standards, SHEEO, and the US Department of Education’s Common Education Data Standards (CEDS) Initiative.
PESC IS A PROUD EXHIBITOR at AACRAO’s Annual Meeting, ARUCC’s Annual Meeting, and the Annual STATS-DC Conference of the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) of the US Department of Education.
PESC IS A PROUD SPONSOR of AIR’s Annual Conference & of the Annual California Electronic Transcripts Workshop and CCCApply.
PESC IS A PROUD MEMBER/AFFILIATE/SIGNATORY of AACRAO, of the US NCES National Forum on Education Statistics, and of the
Groningen Declaration Network.
PESC HAS A STRONG HISTORY that includes AACRAO, SPEEDE, EDI, ANSI, X12, Canada, the US Department of Education and Y2K.
IN FULFILLING ITS NON-PROFIT MISSION, all PESC Approved Standards are available to the education community online free of
charge at www.PESC.org.

###

To activate awareness & adoption of data standards,
PESC and its Members promote digitalization and advocate for
automated, machine-to-machine connectivity. In supporting
and governing PESC, Members are the best spokespeople to
champion the need & value of data standards and communicate
a common, shared vision of seamless life-long learning.
PESC established International Ambassadors in 2018 after
partnering with the Groningen Declaration Network (GDN).
International PESC Ambassadors were established for leaders
from PESC Members who also attend the Annual GDN Meetings
held around the world to ensure a unified message. With 15
International PESC Ambassadors at last year’s Annual GDN
Meeting in Paris, PESC was very well represented and our
mission resonated clearly.
In expanding the Ambassador Program, PESC adds several new
categories based on key topics & functions. Sign up today to
help spread the word and expand the movement!

Join one or all so that PESC is well represented year-round!

1)

PESC International Ambassadors

2)

PESC Ambassadors for Credentialing

3)

PESC Ambassadors for Transcripts

4)

PESC Ambassadors for EdExchange

5)

PESC Ambassadors for GEO Code

What’s expected as a PESC Ambassador? PESC will list you on
its website, promote you as a contact person & liaison for PESC,
and you agree to be available should someone contact you with
questions about PESC, data standards and interoperability.
To sign up to be a PESC Ambassador, please visit www.PESC.org
or contact Jennifer Kim at PESC.

STANDARDS MAKE THE WORLD GO ‘ROUND
PESC Members Make Standards Free & Open
Join the Effort. Join the Community. Join PESC.
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